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“Azhagesan”, a psychological thriller, features the love story of a mentally ill man and his cousin. Sathyaraj and Nandini interact with each other in the film. He refuses to take any medicine as he does not trust his own doctor. When he comes
home after work, he ends up assaulting his cousin and even emptying the entire medicine bottle from the closet. Here is the same song sung by a different artist. Download Free Tamil Mp3 Songs: Anjala Movie Songs Free Mp3 Songs Download
Maapa Maappa Youtube. Kala Kalavena Song Sathyaraj Prema Devi. After his wife is killed in a car crash, Surya, a warehouse worker, leaves her with a traumatized young son. This song is particularly memorable as it depicts Surya’s sad tale of
losing his wife and how he makes things right and then loses his life. After his wife is killed in a car crash, Surya, a warehouse worker, leaves her with a traumatized young son. This song is particularly memorable as it depicts Surya’s sad tale of
losing his wife and how he makes things right and then loses his life. Azhagesan's Latest Movies Songs & Movies Download & Free Movies Songs. The Best HD quality is available here on Ipaadathu.com We provide Tamil Movies Songs MP3 and
Audio Free. Azhagesan's latest song is 'Ilave Kombam' sung by Sujatha Mohan. This song has a wonderful composition and is released under the banner of. Suryaraj : We should always remember the people who do things for us. We should never
forget those who sacrificed themselves for. Azhagesan has no plan to change his ways and even tries to make a social call on TV, only to get a rude rebuff. Azhagesan first appeared on screen in 2004 with Black Ticket. Prema (Lukas). This is a folk
song composed for the movie Nattukkottai Unniyal starring Vijayakanth and Anjala. It's sung by. Album, Anjala. Singers, Nanda, Santosh Hariharan, Pooja AV, Sai, Azhagesan, Tamil & Muthu Chamy. Azhagesan Tamil Movie Songs Vaada Thambi
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